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Chapter 666
Saying these words, Er Qing’s face blushed. In Fuyao Palace, those men are slaves.
But how could she have thought that one day, she would beg for mercy from a stinky
man.
At this time, seeing that Erqing finally compromised, Yue Feng stopped and said with a
smile, “Tell me, who are you.”
Erqing blushed, and said shyly and angrily, “I… I’m Fuyao Palace. The little fairy.”
Fuyao Palace?
Hearing this, Yue Feng was stunned.
What is the Fuyao Palace? Haven’t provoked this force before?
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng frowned and looked at Er Qing: “You belong to Fuyao
Palace, why did you kill me? We have no
grudges.” “It’s Hu Sanyang… Hu Sanyang begged us to kill you.” How dare the fairy to
hide it at this time, if she doesn’t tell the truth, she will definitely be cleaned up again.
Yue Feng took a deep breath, it seemed that Hu Sanyang had escaped..
“You, let me go!” The little fairy shouted anxiously, her face was already flushed at this
time, but it was getting late, Yue Feng Did not see.
“You came to kill me, and I let you go so easily?” Yue Feng laughed and said, “Well,
please beg me, and I will let you go.”
“You! You are shameless!” His delicate body trembled, how could this person be like
this! It is scratching the soles of the feet again, and it is letting myself beg him!
“I’m shameless, how about it?” Yue Feng shrugged and said with a smile.
As he spoke, he grabbed the little fairy’s feet again.
“You… you don’t mess with me anymore, you…” The little fairy shouted in a low voice,
hating him to death.
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“Today I have to let you know the price of killing me.” Yue Feng sneered and was about
to torture her again, but at this moment, only the sound of rushing sea water came!
The sound of the sea was very strange, Yue Feng subconsciously looked towards the
sea.
As a result, Yue Feng was shocked all over, he couldn’t help taking a breath, and the
whole person was stunned for a moment!
This .. this ..
Yue Feng opened his mouth wide, and rubbed his eyes with his hands, his face full of
disbelief!
He can clearly see that there are thousands of sailboats on the sea not far away at this
time, coming mightily!
That’s right, Nima, thousands of sailboats! Docked on the coast!
Really, that scene, he will never forget it, it was so shocking!
These sailboats are very large, and there are people standing neatly on top of each
boat. By the moonlight, you can see these people wearing uniform armor and holding
long knives, and they are awe-inspiring!
The ship at the front has five floors! Above the boat stood a big flag, more than ten
meters high, with the word ‘handsome’ written on it.
Obviously, it means the commander-in-chief.
Holy crap…
this… this is the call from the Apocalypse Continent? !
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was extremely shocked! Er Qing next to her was also
trembling faintly.
She could see that these sailboats were all wooden structures, and the soldiers on them
were also in ancient costumes. Certainly not the troops of the Earth Continent.
So many ships, I’m afraid… I’m afraid there are hundreds of thousands of soldiers? !
Looking from a distance, I can see a piece of darkness, all people! The sword in the
soldier’s hand, under the moonlight, released a cold light! Shocking!
“You…you need to relieve the acupoints.” Er Qing was very anxious and shouted at Yue
Feng.

Chapter 667
“Hey, did you hear me? Hurry up and relieve me!” A thin layer of sweat appeared on the
little fairy’s face.
Apocalypse Continent called, I couldn’t stay here, I had to leave immediately.
In the end, before Yue Feng could relieve her acupuncture points, she only saw two
figures flying from those boats in Tianqi Continent!
These two figures were so fast that they arrived in front of Yue Feng in the blink of an
eye!
These are two middle-aged men, aged in their forties, with thin silhouettes. One of them
was wearing a white robe and the other was wearing a black robe. At first glance, it
seems like black and white.
What shocked Yue Feng was the strength of these two people.
It turned out to be…all five rank Martial Saints? !
Nima, Wu Duan Wusheng!
Yue Feng was shocked. He had known for a long time that there was a lot of cultivation
in the Tianqi Continent, and there were many cultivation masters, but he did not expect
that two random people would be Wudan Martial Saint!
This kind of strength is only one step away, it is Emperor Wu!
The white-robed man and the white-robed man looked at Yue Feng with expressionless
faces.
The two of them are also famous on the Apocalypse Continent! Known as black and
white double evil. When the two joined forces, they were not afraid of the last Martial
Emperor!
Snapped!
Before Yue Feng could react, Black and White Shuangsha suddenly shot, grabbed Yue
Feng and the little fairy’s wrists, then jumped and flew towards the big ship.
Yue Feng clearly felt that his internal strength was completely suppressed, and he
couldn’t exert it at all!
When they arrived on the deck of the big ship, the black and white double shackles put
Yue Feng and the little fairy on the ground.

At this moment, Yue Feng was completely dumbfounded!
This big ship is as big as four or five basketball courts. At this time, there are soldiers
standing in front of him! Each with a long knife!
These soldiers are headed by a female general.
This female general looks to be only twenty-seven or eight-year-old, with perfect facial
features and a heroic spirit! A golden armor, which outlines that tight and sexy body
vividly! There is an inviolable majesty about her!
Under the crotch of this female general, there is also a war horse. The body of this
horse is as red as blood. It is definitely a BMW!
“Commander Xing Yao, his subordinates were at the beach and found two people.” At
this moment, the black and white Shuangsha stepped forward, bowed ninety degrees to
the female general, and said respectfully.
That’s right, this female general is the famous goddess of war in Tianqi Continent, Xing
Yao.
Xing Yao, the first commander-in-chief of the Apocalypse Continent. This time, she will
lead the attack on the Earth Circle Continent!
Xing Yao has a high prestige in Tianqi Continent. The status is below one person and
above ten thousand people.
Gudong.
At this moment, Yue Feng looked at Xing Yao, his eyes were straight, and he couldn’t
help swallowing. Unexpectedly, there are such beautiful beauties in the Apocalypse
Continent.
The aura on her body makes people who can press her breathless, making people dare
not look at her.
What makes Yue Feng even more horrified is that the strength of this female general is
bottomless! He just felt a strong pressure coming towards him!
This commander of Xing Yao .. will not .. will not be Emperor Wu?
Yue Feng swallowed heavily. Shocked.
“Seeing our commander Xing Yao, don’t kneel down, be bold!” At this moment, Black
and White Shuangsha shouted, and then kicked his knees and shouted.

“Plop!”
Being kicked, Yue Feng knelt on the ground uncontrollably.
Finally, Xing Yao looked expressionless, looked down at Yue Feng, and said coldly,
“Who are you?”
Chapter 668
Xing Yao can feel that the man in front of him is Marquis of the Fourth Duan. That
woman is the second rank of Martial Saint.
With such strength, on the Earth Circle Continent, it is impossible to be a generalist.
Yue Feng swallowed a mouthful of saliva. He was not stupid. If he said he was from the
Jianghu, the other party would definitely kill him.
After all, the two continents are now in the same situation. Every time a person in the
martial arts of the Earth Circle Continent dies, it is a good thing for the Apocalypse
Continent.
“I…” Yue Feng scratched his head, rolled his eyes, and said, “I’m a businessman who
opened a small company in Donghai City.”
“Businessman? You lied to me.” Xing Yao’s red lips parted slightly open. A majestic
breath was instantly released from her!
With this breath, Yue Feng was so overwhelmed that he couldn’t breathe, and it was
difficult to even breathe!
“I didn’t lie to you…” Yue Feng shouted and said, “All the money I made, I bought elixir,
so my strength is Marquis!”
After saying this, Yue Feng was sweating profusely.
The strength of this female general is really unfathomable! It is estimated that if she
moves her fingers, she will die here!
Xing Yao frowned, sitting on the sweaty BMW, she pointed at the little fairy lightly.
“Who is this woman?” Xing Yao asked coldly.
“I am…” The little fairy bit her lip, not knowing what to say for a while.
Although Fuyao Palace has retired from the world for a long time. But after all, it is a
martial art of Jianghu.

In the eyes of the Apocalypse Continent, all the Jianghu sects in the Earth Circle
Continent should be wiped out!
If the little fairy said that she was from Fuyao Palace, she would definitely die. So she
was at a loss.
At that time, Yue Feng was also in a hurry. Although this little fairy assassinated herself,
she cannot be allowed to die here.
After all, she is a master of the Earth Circle Continent. Now that the enemy is facing the
front, personal grievances must be left behind! On the Earth Circle Continent, every
time a master is lost, the situation is unfavorable by one point! So don’t let the little fairy
have an accident.
In a hurry, Yue Feng raised his head and said, “Uh…she…she is my wife.”
“Bah…” The
little fairy blushed and spat at Yue Feng. After taking a sip, he shouted: “Who, who is
your wife?”
This Yue Feng is so shameless, what a shame!
Yue Feng smiled embarrassingly, and said to Xing Yao with a hilarious smile: “Sister
Xing Yao, I’m sorry, my wife is a bit temperamental, and she often gets into trouble with
me, making you laugh.”
Xing Yao looked down at Yue with no expression on his face . Feng, said coldly, “You
husband and wife, go to the beach at night, take off your shoes and socks, and play
some acupuncture points.”
Xing Yao had already seen it, and Er Qing was acupuncture points.
Uh…
Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief and responded with a smile: “Sister Xing Yao, I am
usually very romantic, and I like to play romance with my wife the most. Tonight the
seaside night is very good, so we two Let’s play some acupuncture points here.” After
speaking, Yue Feng couldn’t help but ask: “Sister Xing Yao, you can try it with your
husband someday, it’s very romantic.”
Wow!
When the voice fell, I saw all the sergeants in the audience, their faces changed, and
they all took out their knives!

Xing Yao’s commander-in-chief, but a high-ranking female god of war, in the
Apocalypse Continent, one person is below ten thousand people, who is not respectful
when she sees it? Moreover, Emperor Tianqi once gave her the privilege, Xing Yao, the
god of war, does not need to kneel and bow when she sees the emperor!
In the hearts of the soldiers of the Apocalypse Continent, Xing Yao’s commander-inchief is their belief.
But the boy in front of him was so bold and frivolous, making fun of Xing Yao, God of
War?
It’s just courting death!
Chapter 669
“You are courting death.” Xing Yao’s eyes locked tightly on Yue Feng.
In just a short moment, the surrounding temperature seemed to have dropped by more
than ten degrees!
Her eyes flashed with murderous intent, looking at Yue Feng and the little fairy, and said
coldly: “Drag these two people down and chop them down, and throw them into the
sea.”
This man, with his slick tongue, dares to joke with himself? It’s really too long.
The voice fell, and the black and white Shuangsha came over immediately. In the hands
of the two, there were two knives, one black and one white. The blades were sharp, and
they were about to cut towards Yue Feng!
Yue Feng was stunned, and was immediately stunned.
Nima, I’m just joking, this Xing Yao is going to cut himself… this… who is going to make
sense of this!
“Commander Xing Yao, keep people under the sword.”
At this critical moment, an anxious voice suddenly sounded, followed by a person who
walked out of the cabin quickly.
It is the sect master of Tongtian!
Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, why is the leader here?
But then he reacted, Tongtianjiao has defected to the Apocalypse Continent.

There are two reasons why Qin Rongyin left Tongtian Island. The first is that she is
pregnant with her own child. The second is because Tongtian Island joined the
Apocalypse Continent, and the lady couldn’t accept it.
The Tongtian Cult Master took a few steps and bowed at Xing Yao: “Commander Xing
Yao, be merciful… This person is Yue Feng, and I belong to the Tongtian Cult.”
The Tongtian Cult Master at this time was also very pleasantly surprised. This time,
follow Xing Yao and attack Donghai City. I didn’t expect to meet Yue Feng here.
Hearing this, Xing Yao let out a soft breath.
“It turned out to be a disciple of the Tongtian Sect, and that’s my own person. If that’s
the case, then I’ll spare your life.” Xing Yao looked at Yue Feng, and said lightly, her
voice full of majesty: “But if you are more slick, it won’t be easy next time. Rao.”
“Yes yes yes.” Yue Feng nodded again and again.
In this situation, life is still the most important thing.
At this time, Xing Yao’s voice changed and he said to Yue Feng: “Looking at your young
age, you have reached the fourth stage of Wuhou. You can be considered a talent. Yao
leads the army, never burying talents. Well, today I will give you an official position. I will
call you ‘Little Hou’.”
Xiao Hou, this is an official position in the Apocalypse Continent.
The official positions in the Apocalypse Continent are divided into nine ranks.
The official position of Xiaohou is actually very low. He is a seventh-rank sesame
official, but in the military camp, he can also rule over a hundred people.
“Thank you, Commander-in-Chief.” Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, and quickly
thanked him in a fake manner.
Nima, who wants to be the official of your Apocalypse Continent? And this official title,
why is it so awkward… little monkey?
clang clang!
At this time, thousands of large ships in the Apocalypse Continent have all docked.
“Report—“
At this moment, a soldier walked over quickly, half-kneeled there, and respectfully said
to Xing Yao: “Report to the commander-in-chief, I have just inquired about the six major

factions of the Earth Circle Continent. , and all the forces in the rivers and lakes have
gathered in Donghai City. They threatened to resist and would not let us attack.”
“How many people there are.” Xing Yao asked.
“Commander-in-chief, their number is similar to ours, close to 200,000…” The soldier
responded respectfully.
Xing Yao nodded, and in the next instant, her anger sank into her dantian, and her voice
spread throughout the audience: “All officers and soldiers obey orders! Tonight, first set
up camp nearby. Have a good night’s rest, and tomorrow morning, we will launch an
attack.”
Chapter 670
“Yes!”
For a time, 200,000 soldiers shouted in unison, the momentum was overwhelming!
Immediately afterwards, all the soldiers disembarked and began to build their tents.
Everything was orderly and well-trained!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng’s expression became solemn.
These soldiers, at first glance, were carefully selected through strict training. It is
difficult, really difficult, for the Earth Continent to win this battle.
In just ten minutes, all the tents were set up. From a distance, tens of thousands of tents
were in order, which was very spectacular.
Immediately afterwards, Xing Yao walked to the center of the camp with a dozen
masters, and jointly deployed a barrier, covering the entire camp.
The enchantment is an invisible layer of defense. It is used to block external attacks.
This kind of enchantment is not something that everyone can deploy. Yue Feng also
only saw records about the enchantment in ancient books, but he never expected that
he could see it with his own eyes today.
Seeing the barrier cloth, Yue Feng’s heart was also half cold. Ben also thought that he
could sneak away, but after setting the barrier, there was no way to escape. Because
any creature that touches the enchantment will be bounced back. Not even a fly can get
out.
Nima, it seems that I can only sleep in the military tent tonight. Tomorrow the two
continents will fight, let’s run away secretly.

“Master Yue, what are you doing?” At this moment, a voice suddenly came.
Yue Feng looked back subconsciously and was startled. I saw Black and White
Shuangsha standing behind him, looking at him with a smile.
Nima, these two evil pens. Yue Feng cursed in his heart.
Are these two out of their minds? When I saw the two of them, I was afraid, one black
and one white, like black and white impermanence, not scary at night.
However, Yue Feng still showed a smile: “It’s okay, chat with my wife.”
After speaking, Yue Feng grabbed the little fairy’s hand. The little fairy glared at him, but
still didn’t break free.
“Oh oh oh.” Bai Sha laughed and said, “Master Yue, Madam Yue, your husband and
wife, you should rest early. After all, we will attack Donghai City tomorrow. Recharge
your batteries and kill a lot of enemies tomorrow.”
“Okay. Okay. I’ll rest now.” Yue Feng squeezed out a smile and dragged the little fairy
into the tent. He really didn’t want to talk to these two ghosts.
Yue Feng is now a seventh-rank official, so he has a separate tent. Although Er Qing
was reluctant, she had no choice but to follow.
As a result, Yue Feng was stunned as soon as he walked into the tent.
I saw two maids standing respectfully in the tent, next to a large wooden bucket, which
was filled with hot water and steaming. Seeing this scene, the little fairy was also
stunned.
At this time, the two maids came over, bowed to Yue Feng, and said, “Master Yue, you
are a seventh-rank official, and the two of us are here to serve you. This wooden barrel
is for bathing. We in Apocalypse Continent have a habit of taking a bath before going to
bed.”
Speaking of which, the maid tried the water temperature and said, “Master Yue, ma’am,
it’s getting late, let the servants serve your husband and wife, take a bath and rest.
”?
Take a bath and rest.
Hearing this, Yue Feng subconsciously glanced at the little fairy.
Nima. . Shall we wash together?

Swish.
At the same time, the little fairy blushed, and her face instantly became hot.
For a time, the atmosphere in the tent was indescribably subtle.
After more than ten seconds, Yue Feng calmed down and looked at Er Qing with a
smile: “Wife, since this is the case, let’s take a bath and rest.”
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